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B. Comparison of Dirichlet
Forms. This section develops a geometric bound between Dirichlet forms. Let P, -ir and P, X be reversible Markov chains on the finite set X. In the applications, P, iT is the chain of interest and P, s-is a chain with known eigenvalues. Both iT and -7r are assumed to be supported on X. For each pair x # y with P(x, y) > 0, fix a sequence of steps xo = x, x,, xx2,..., Xk = y with P(xi, xi+,) > 0. This sequence of steps will be called a path yxy of length lyxyl = k. Set E = {(x, y); P(x, y) > 0}, E = {(x, y); P(x, y) > 01 and E(e) = {(x, y) E E; e C yxyl, where e E E. In other words, E is the set of "edges" for P and E(e) is the set of paths that contain e. Here is a convention that we fix once and for all in this paper. All graphs are undirected graphs. However, we describe such a graph as a set of vertices X and a symmetric set of directed edges E c X x X. THEOREM 2.1. Let P, ir and P, IT 
<AX(f, f).
To state a companion result, for x, y E X with P(x, y) > 0, let yx*y be a path with IJyx*y odd. For e E E, set E*(e) = {(x, y) E E; e E yx*}. Now, we cannot rule out the possibility of repeated edges along yx*y. Thus, we set This has stationary distribution -r-1/lm. Its eigenvalues are the numbers 2(cos n + cos).
In particular, assuming 1 > m, we have ,X = (1 + cos(T1/l)) and Plmin 2 -cos(O/I).
Observe that Im 41m
(2.7) 7(i9j) < iT(i,j) < El (i, j).
The pairs (x, y) E X x X with x = y and P(x, y) > 0 are exactly the edges of X as a usual grid. Using the notation of Theorem 1, choose a path connecting them in S. This path will be of length 1 if the connecting edge has not been deleted. It will be of length 3 otherwise. Consider the comparison constant A in (2.4). For any edge e E E, there are at most two paths of length 3 and one path of length 1 using e. Using (2.4), ' < 7(IEI/41m)F. Hence, (2.3) and (2.7) yield pi < --?
< i < lm -1.
It is even easier to carry out a comparison in the other direction. Reverse the roles of P and P. Now, all paths can be chosen of length 1. We get 9' < (41m/IEI)i. Thus, 1 -4(1 -f3i) < A9i 0 < i < lm -1.
Combining bounds, the second largest eigenvalue of P satisfies This example generalizes to higher dimension. Let X be a finite box of size 11 x x d = n in Zd and set l = maxi{li}. Consider the simple random walk for the natural graph structure of the box X (for simplicity we do not delete edges here). Comparing with a product walk shows that the second largest eigenvalue of the simple random walk in this box satisfies with rx as in (2.5). When P(z, z) ? e > 0 for all z E X, we can take o-x to be the trivial loop at x and get P8min 2 1 + 2e. EXAMPLE 2.3. Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (1993) developed comparison techniques of similar flavor for symmetric random walks on finite groups. Fill has pointed out that Theorem 2.1 specializes to give exactly the previous bounds. This is useful because the geometric flavor of the bound was not apparent in the group case. To develop the details, suppose X = G is a finite group and F = {sl,..., Sm1 is a symmetric set of generators of G. Let q be a symmetric probability on G supported on F. Let q be a second symmetric probability on G. These probabilities define Markov chains P(x, y) = q(x'-y) and P(x, y) = q-(x-1y). Assume that each of these chains has the uniform distribution as its unique stationary distribution.
For each wE E G, choose a representation a) = S1S2 .. SI with si E F and set I1i = 1. Let N(s, cv) be the number of times that a given s E F appears in this representation. Then, for any x, y e G, set y = (x, xs1, xs1s2,.. ., xs1 sl), where co = x1y. Now, the edges that occur are of the form e = (z, zs)
for z E G and s E F. For such an edge, E lxyllI(x)P(x,y)=- 
q(s) .OeG
A similar analysis works for A*. Saloff-Coste (1992b, 1993) give many examples of the use of this bound. The connection will be useful here as well because bounds for random walks on graphs can be used to bound the eigenvalues of the exclusion process on these graphs; see Theorem 2.3. EXAMPLE 2.4. This example shows that removing a single edge can lead to bounds that are "off." Let X = {0, 1,2,..., n -11. Let P be the nearest-neighbor random walk on the circle ZZ = X. Thus 15(i, i + 1) = P(i, i -1) = I with all entries mod n. Here iiT(i) = 1/n and the eigenvalues are easily shown to be f3B = cos(2 -gj/n), 0 < j < n -1. As a different chain of interest, take the nearest-neighbor walk on the segment X with a loop at each end: P(0, 0) = P(0, 1) = 1 = P(n -1,n -1) =P(n -1, n -2) with P(i, j)= P(i, j) for i + 0, n -1. This also has ir(i) = 1/n.
For the comparison, for each edge (i, i + 1), 0 < i < n -2, let yi +l = (i, i + 1). Take Note that we did not need to compare JEl and lEl. For instance, applying (2.10) with P l/lIXI (i.e., with :' the complete graph) we get the following corollary. Clearly, Theorem 2.3 contains Theorem 2.1: Take f to be the flow defined by f(y) = 0 unless y = yXY is the chosen path for a pair (x, y) E E in which case f(yXY) = P(x, y)fr(x). The same idea yields a variant of Theorem 2.2, which we will not write down. Our main result in this section shows that A, O* and do can also be used to bound the eigenvalues of the exclusion process of r particles hopping around on So.
For r < n, the exclusion process is defined as a Markov chain with values in the r-sets of X0. Informally, if the current state is the set A, pick an element in A with probability proportional to its degree, pick a neighboring site of this element at random and move the element to the neighboring site provided this site is unoccupied. If the site is occupied, the chain stays at A.
Formally, let X = Xr be the set of the r-sets of X0 and A1 and A2 be r-sets. Define do], then P is symmetric, 7r is uniform on the r-sets and dr = do. If Wo is not regular, a variant of the foregoing process is discussed briefly at the end of the paper. When r = 1, the preceding process reduces to the simple random walk on the underlying graph. When r = n, we get a trivial process with only one state (we will informally exclude this case). When r = n -1, looking at the only unoccupied site gives a description of the process as a simple random walk with strange holding condition.
Our main results are summarized in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let (XO, EO) be a connected graph and 1 < r < n as before. The Markov chain P at (3.2) of the exclusion process has its eigenvalues 8i(r), In order to apply the comparison technique, we now describe a path YA1A, for each (A1, A2) such that P(A1, A2) 0 0; that is, for each (A1, A) such that Al n A2 =A, IAl = r -1. We set A1 = {al} UA and A2 -{a2) uA. Denote by Yaja2 the fixed path from a, to a2 in (X0, EO). Say Yaja2 (bl,..., bk) with a, = bl,b2,..., bk = a,
We can assume that bi A bj if i 0 j (no loops).
There are many paths from A1 to A2 that can be associated with Yaja2* In order to get a good bound, we have to choose one of them in a careful manner. We start with an informal description. First, we draw the path Yaja2 in the graph (X0, EO), and we mark the bis that belong to A1 by the symbol ?: We are done, because B1 = A2. Before trying to formalize this, we emphasize that the preceding construction is mechanical. In fact, given the path 7aja2' it is enough to be given an edge (Bi, Bi,+1) to be able to reconstruct the entire path in X. Here is an example of this fact. In the preceding example, assume we are given a,, a2 and the edge B6, B7: -2, -iO + 1 = -2v = k. Hence, the length of the path that we just described is equal to k -1, which is also the length of Yla2 In fact (and this will be important later on when looking at A*), each edge of Yala2 corresponds to exactly one edge of YA1A2* Finally, we check that the foregoing path does what we want (i.e., Bk = A2) by checking that whatever is to be to the right of the particle that is moved at one given step describes exactly the intersection of A with the right part of Yala2. Now, assume that we are given an edge e = (Cl, C2). How many of the preceding paths can pass through e? [This is the question we have to study in order to bound the constant A in (2.8)]. Assume that C1 = C U {cl} and C2 = C U {c2}. First, we choose a path Yala2 that contains the corresponding edge eO = (cl, c2) e Eo. This fixes the endpoints a, and a2 in XO. Now, we claim that we know enough to describe completely the two ends A1 and A2: A1 = A U {a,) and A2 = A U {a2} corresponding to Yala2 and the given edge (C1, C2). Indeed, we can first determine whether (C1, C2) appears in the "moving toward a2" or in the "cleaning up" phase of this path. This only depends on whether or not a2 ( C1.
Suppose first that a2 -C1. Then we are in the "moving toward a2" phase. Here again, we can find A1 and A2. To find A2, starting from the left of c2, we just move each particle one step to the right: First, consider the case when e = (C, C). Let TA*jA2 be a path that contains e. Of course, YA*1A2 is constructed from a path Yia*a2 that contains an edge eo = (c, c) with c E C. Moreover, if we fix c E C in advance, the correspondence between paths is one-to-one and preserves the length. Finally, the number of c E C that can be used to define a holding edge eo = (c, c) is smaller than h(C) because (c, c) E Eo and c E C implies d*(C) ? 1. This proves the first inequality.
Second, assume that e = (C1, C2) with C1 k C2 and C1 = C U {c1}, C2 = C U {c2}. For this case the argument is identical to the one used in the proof of (3.6) except when eO = (cl c2) is a double edge of Ya*a2 (multiple edges can always be reduced to double edges). Indeed, if eo is a double edge of Ya*a2 either there is one path YA*1A2 corresponding to Ya*a2 and e is a double edge in that path or there are two paths YA*1A29 YA*1A' corresponding to Ya*ia2 and (C, C) is a simple edge of each of these paths. In any case, we obtain Hence, we conclude as in (2.6) that Note however that in the above proof of Theorem 4.1 we cannot replace do by the maximum mean degree dr in (3.5).
5. Examples of simple exclusion processes. We specialize the theorems of Sections 3 and 4 to a number of graphs including the discrete circle Zn, the cube Yd, an I x m grid in Z2, the Cayley graph of the transpositions on the symmetric group Sk, a star and the complete bipartite graph Ki, m. In the following text we always consider the simple exclusion process of r particles on the given underlying graph S0 with n vertices and 1 < r < n. In particular, 81 and I3min are, respectively, the second largest and the smallest eigenvalue of this process. As a different example, consider choosing k random permutations without repetition in Sk. Using our results, we find that running the exclusion process on Sk with random transpositions yields an acceptable answer after order 'k5 log k steps starting from any fixed choice. More precisely, IIH,0 -7rII'rV <i2e-c for t = k3(k2 log k + c) and any 0E Sk.
As an application of comparing all the eigenvalues, we get an improved bound for the mean variation distance at (6.3). For the circle Zn and r = [n/2] particles, this yields IIHtx -7rlbrv < Ae-c/2 for t ? n3(1og n + c)/48. For the symmetric group Sk as before, we find that, on average, order k3 log k log log k steps are enough to chose k permutations at random by running the exclusion process.
We believe that the improved estimate of Theorem 6.2 holds as well for the variation distance starting from any fixed state. In Diaconis and Saloff-Coste (1992c), we prove that this conjecture is correct up to logarithmic factors. 3. There is a class of labelled exclusion processes for which a similar attack should work. The new chain Plab is defined on r-tuples without repetition in a manner similar to (3.1). The difference is that when a particle chooses an occupied site, the two particles switch places. For r = n, this is a random walk on the symmetric group studied in Another simple example where we can get a good bound for the process of Section 3 but not for the preceding process is a finite square grid in Z2 with, say, one-tenth of the edges deleted according to the rule of Example 2.1.
